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Abstract 

In a k-sample tag-recapture experiment where the untagged elements in the 

ith sample are given tags before the entire sample of n. elements is returned to 
~ 

the population, the estimation procedure used is dependent upon the assumed nature 

of the population dynamics in the interims between samples. The hypothesis H 
0 

that no change occurs in the population during the course of the experiment may be 

tested against the alternative hypothesis H1 that mortality occurs between sampling 

dates by defining a critical region in the space of the statistic S1 which is 

sufficient with respect to H1 such that this critical region has size a with 

respect to the conditional measure PHo (~!So), where So is sufficient with respect 

to HQ. In this instance S1 is the sequence 

and 

R = number of elements in the it h sample that are 
i 

later recaptured at least once 

k 

So = L (ni - Ri) • 
1 

The conditional distribution PRo (S1 !So) is not expressible in closed form, and the 

problem is to find an adequate, large sample approximation to this distribution and 

then construct an approximate test procedure. 
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Introduction 

In a k-sample tag-recapture experiment on a, population closed to recruitment 

or other forms of immigration the population size N1 at the time the ith sample is 

drawn is estimated by Ric1/ni, where 

n1 = size of the ith sample 

Ri = number of elements in the ith sample that are later 

recaptured at least once 

C. = number of distinct elements in all samples after the ith 
~ 

k 

= ~ (ni - Ri ). 
j=i+l 

If the population is also closed to mortality during the sampling period then 

(see BU-348-M) population size N is estimated implicitly by the equation 

k n. J n ( 1 - .-..~) 
1 N 

When the question of mortality is in doubt, a statistical test may be devised by 

defining a critical region in the space of the sufficient statistic ,E = (R1, ···, 

~-l) which has size a with respect to the conditional distribution PRo (,glc0 ) under 

the hypothesis of no mortality. A derivation of P~ (Ric ) is outlined in this 
•.1() "' 0 

preliminary report. 
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Conditional Distribution, of the Recapture Vector 

Under the hypothesis H1 that population size declines as a result of mortality, 

N1 ~ ••• ~ Nk' and that mortality is random with respect to previous capture history, 

the joint probability distribution of~= (R1, ···, ~-l) may be expressed as 

k-1 
PH (~~~) = n PH (Rile.,~) 

l 1 1 l. 

and since H0 c ~ then 

k-l(ni)(N - n.)/ (N) P~~ <~IN) = n R c Rl. c · 
~ 1 i i i i 

Since C0 is a possible value of N and since 

k k-2 

~-1 = I ni - Co - L Ri 
1 1 

then the joint (non-singular) conditional distribution of R1, 

portional to the distribution (1) with N replaced by C0 , 

in fact, 

... ~-21co) 

k-l(n. )(N - n. )/ (N) 
~ R: ci - R: ci 

= ~------------~----

(1) 

···, ~-2 is pro-

N = C 
0 

(2) 

The denominator of (2) is the convolution of (1) and is not expressible in 

closed form. For small samples the distribution (2) can be readily calculated in 

order to tabulate critical values of (R1, • • •, ~-l) but a large sample approxi-

' I 
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mation to (2) is clearly required to produce results of practical value. Exact 

results for small samples may then be compared with those obtained from large 

sample approximations to determine the sample size at which the approximation 

becomes sufficiently accurate. The test procedure would appear to entail a 

sequence of one-tailed conditional tests on R1, R2, ···, ~-2, successively. 


